Information Thorverton Stone requires to manufacture a Column
The overall height of the column including the plinth and the capital. Height can be altered.
The design and diameters of column required. Diameters are as stated on the above drawing.

The same information is required for pilasters – half round columns.

Useful Information
All our columns can be made as half round Pilasters to sit flat against a wall.

A full column or pilaster comes with capital & plinth stones as standard.

The column shaft for the Doric and Tuscan columns will be in two or more pieces depending on height. The Doric column plinth is in two pieces.

The ‘bun’ plinth for the Tuscan column is a separate piece. The bun plinth for the Large Tuscan incorporates the smaller square plinth.

Most plinth blocks are separate pieces, which can be varied in size.

The large Tuscan has a choice of two capital designs.